Natural neighbour coordinates and natural neighbour interpolation have been introduced by Sibson for interpolating multivariate scattered data. In this paper, we consider the case where the data points belong to a smooth surface S, i.e. a (d ? 1)-manifold of R d . We show that the natural neighbour coordinates of a point X belonging to S tends to behave as a local system of coordinates on the surface when the density of points increases. Our result does not assume any knowledge about the ordering, connectivity or topology of the data points or of the surface. An important ingredient in our proof is the fact that a subset of the vertices of the Voronoi diagram of the data points converges towards the medial axis of S when the sampling density increases.
Introduction
Natural neighbour coordinates and natural neighbour interpolation have been introduced by Sibson 19] for interpolating multivariate scattered data. Given a set of points A = fA 1 ; : : : ; A n g, the associated system of natural neighbour coordinates is a set of continuous functions i : R d ?! R, i = 1; : : : ; n, de ned from the Voronoi diagram of A. In this paper, we consider the case where the data points are scattered over a surface S, i.e. a (d?1)-manifold of R d . We show that the set of natural neighbour coordinates of a point X belonging to S tends to behave as a local system of coordinates on the surface when the density of points increases. Our result does not assume any knowledge about the ordering, connectivity or topology of the data points or of S. This work has been partially supported by the AFIRST program "Factory of the future". This work is motivated by the many application domains where surfaces are to be reconstructed from a sample of unorganized data. Such data may be provided by various sensors or may result from a mathematical analysis. In a companion paper 6], we derive a new method for surface reconstruction based on the natural neighbour interpolation and the results of this paper. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall the de nition and the main properties of natural neighbour coordinates in R d . In section 3, we consider the case where the points belong to a surface. We recall such de nitions as medial axis, local feature size and Voronoi diagram of points on a surface and derive some basic results. In section 4, we prove that some vertices of the Voronoi diagram of A converge towards the medial axis of S when the sampling density increases. Finally, in section 5, we analyze the behaviour of the natural neighbour coordinates of a point X of S when the sampling density increases. be the volume of V (X; A i ) and let w(X) be the sum, over all natural neighbours, of the w i (X).
Observe that w i (X) is bounded unless X lies outside the convex hull CH(A) of A and A i is a vertex of the convex hull. In the rest of this section, we restrict our attention to points X that lie in CH(A).
De nition 3 (Sibson) The natural neighbour coordinates of X with respect to A are the i (X) = w i (X) w(X) , i = 1; : : : ; n. As a consequence of this last property, when the sampling density increases (i.e. when " decreases), the support i of i becomes a small neighborhood of A i (i = 1; : : : ; n).
The following property is stated without proof in 19] and discussed in more detail in 11]. The formula for the gradient is due to Piper 16] Figure 2) . Let A denote a set of n points A 1 ; : : : ; A n on S. A local system of coordinate on S associated to A is a set of continuous functions i : S ?! R, i = 1; : : : ; n such that, for all X 2 S : complicated than Euclidean diagrams and di cult to compute 14]. Moreover, in some applications, such as surface reconstruction, the surface itself is unknown and computing Voronoi diagrams on the surface is impossible. We prefer to follow a di erent approach that only uses Euclidean Voronoi diagrams and natural neighbours in R d . This section introduces some basic de nitions and results, and make precise what we mean by a good sample. These results will be used in the next two sections and, in particular, in section 5, where local systems of coordinates will be considered again.
Medial axis and local feature size
De nition 4 A ball is said to be maximal if (1) its interior does not intersect S, (2) it cannot be included in a larger ball satisfying (1).
There are two maximal balls passing through a point X 2 S. We denote by B X the one that is contained in O, X its bounding sphere, I X its center and R X its radius (see Figure 2) . We use the superscript e for the other ball B e X , its bounding sphere e X , its center I e X and its radius R e X .
De nition 5 The medial axis of O consists of the centers of the maximal balls. , the sample is said to be a good sample.
Lemma 10 Let A = fA 1 ; : : : ; A n g be a good "-sample of S, and X a point of S. . The angle at X between the normal to S at X and the vector to V (oriented so that the angle is acute) is at most arcsin( " (1?") ) + arcsin( " 1?" ).
The following lemma will be useful later. Lemma Proof. The result is clearly true if X lies on the medial axis. Consider the other case and assume that B \S
is not empty nor a topological ball. Let X be the center of B and R be its radius. We denote by B X the maximal ball centered at X and by R X its radius. B X is tangent to S in a unique (since X 
Approximation of the medial axis
In this section, we show that the centers of a subset of the Delaunay balls converge towards the medial axis when the sampling density increases. This is an extension to higher dimensions of a result proved in the plane by Schmitt 17] (see also 7] ). More precisely, Schmitt proved that, when " tends to 0, the centers of all the Delaunay circles converge towards the medial axis of S. This result does not extend in higher dimensions. Indeed, Amenta, Bern and Eppstein have shown that, even in three dimensions, the centers of some Delaunay balls may be far away from the medial axis 2]. Propositions 17, 18 and 19 below provide convergence results that hold in any dimension. We rst prove the following technical lemma.
Given are two spheres and X of the same radius R X and passing through a point X, and a point A (see Figure 4) . Let I and I X denote the centers of and X , the angle 1 \IXI X , A the sphere tangent to at X and passing through A, C its center and be the angle \XI X A. Lemma Proof. For the proof that ?! XI ??! XA > 0, refer to Figure 5 . H denotes the hyperplane passing through X and tangent to at X, and J the projection of I X onto H. The portion of the ball centered at I X of radius R X (1 + ) that is in the halfspace H ? limited by H not containing I is contained in the cone of revolution with apex at I X and a 2 apex angle. We have R X cos = R X (1 + ) cos . When cos cos = cos 1+ , A cannot belong to H ? , which implies the rst part of the lemma. Let R = R X (1 + ). For simplicity, we take X as the origin of the reference frame and XI X as the rst axis (see Figure 4) . Moreover, we choose the second axis so that I lies in the plane de ned by the rst two axis. If C and r denote respectively the center and the radius of A , we have The following lemma shows that, if the radius of a Delaunay d-simplex S incident to a given point X 2 S is greater than the radius R X of the maximal sphere X , then the circumcenter of S is close to the medial axis of S. Proof. Since X 6 = 0, I X is not a focal point of S and therefore X is tangent to S at two distinct points, X and at some other point Y X 6 = X (see Figure 6 ). Let be a moving and deformable sphere that initially coincides with X , I its center, and Y 2 the point that initially coincides with Y X . We rst rotate around X until its center lies on the ray going from X towards V . Let I 0 denote the new position of I and 0 the corresponding sphere.
By Lemma 11, the angle between the vectors ??! XV and ??! XI X is at most arcsin( " (1?") ) + arcsin( "
Since V is farther from X than I X , I 0 lies between X and V and 0 does not contain any point of A in its interior. We then grow until it passes through A 1 ; : : : ; A d and X. More precisely, we move the center I of along the line XV towards V while keeping passing through X. We stop when I = V , i.e. when coincides with the sphere circumscribing S. During this second motion, cannot grow much. Indeed, since A is a "-sample, there exists a sample point A i at distance at most " lfs(Y X ) " R Y X = " R X from Y X . The sample point A i is therefore at distance at most R X (1 + ") from I X . Since, at the end of the motion, is a Delaunay sphere, the interior of the ball bounded by cannot contain A i . We now intend to apply Lemma 16 to X , 0 and A i , with = " and c = 1 + Proposition 18 Let A be a good "-sample of S. Let X be a point of S such that X 3 2 p ", and let A r be a natural neighbour of X lying at distance 2 R X from X for We wish to apply Lemma 16 to X , 0 and A 1 (with c = 1 and = ). Let 1 = \XI X A 1 . We bound 1 . By Lemma 11, is at most arcsin( " (1?") ) + arcsin( " and we have kV ? Xk < kV ? A r k. Let V be the sphere centered at V and passing through A r . We have kV ?A r k kV ?Xk + " lfs(X) since the interior of the ball bounded by V contains X but not the sample point closest to X. Hence kV ? A r k ? " lfs(X) kV ? Xk: (1) Refer to Figure 7 . Let Q be the a ne hull of F, i.e. the bisector hyperplane of X and A r , let P be the orthogonal projection of V onto Q, and let W be the point of intersection of Q and the line segment A r V ].
We rst observe that W 2 F. Indeed, A r V ] is contained in V (A r ) and F = V (A r ) \ Q. Moreover 
Natural neighbour coordinates of points on S
The set of natural neighbour coordinates of a point X of S (computed in R d ) do not constitute a local system of coordinates on S. Indeed, the support of the i is not a small neighborhood of A i even if the sampling is very dense. This is illustrated in Figure 8 . In this section, we show however that the set of natural neighbour coordinates of X 2 S tends to behave as a local coordinate system on the surface S when the density of points increases, i.e. when " tends to 0.
Theorem 20 Let A be a "-sample of S. Let X be a point of S such that X 3 2 p " and let N (X) denote the set of indexes of the natural neighbours of X lying at distance < 2 R X from X, for When points are appropriately added on a bounding box (see Remark 2), a similar inequality holds for the portion of V + (X) that is outside O : we simply need to replace R X by the radius R e X of the other maximal sphere tangent to S at X. We therefore have w(X) 1 d (R X + R e X ) v(X): (4) Let A r be a natural neighbour of X lying at distance 2 max(R X ; R e X ) from X.
We denote by C the cylinder intersecting S along V + S (X) and whose axis is parallel toñ(X) 
Concluding remarks
Our main result, Theorem 20, has been stated and proved for natural neighbour coordinates. However, its proof can be adapted to take care of other coordinate systems based on Voronoi diagrams, e.g. the Laplace coordinates introduced by Hiyoshi and Sugihara 13]. The major restriction of this work is to assume that the surface is smooth. It would be interesting to extend our results to the case of non-smooth surfaces.
